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Intermodulation Read-Out Principle
for Passive Wireless Sensors
Ville Viikari, Senior Member, IEEE, Heikki Seppä, and Dong-Wook Kim, Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper presents a general intermodulation
read-out principle for passive wireless sensors. A sensor utilizes
a mixing element, such as a varactor, and it can be equipped
with a capacitive, inductive, or resistive sensor element. When the
sensor is illuminated with signals with two frequencies, it replies
the sensor data at an intermodulation frequency. An analytical
expression for the intermodulation response of the sensor is derived and verified by simulations. The concept is demonstrated at
1.2 GHz.
Index Terms—Mixers, RF identification (RFID), wireless sensors.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

IRELESS sensors have a great deal of potential in numerous applications where a wired read-out is difficult,
for example, due to harsh operating conditions, rotating parts,
or cost and complexity of wiring. Wireless sensors are passive,
battery-assisted semipassive, or active. The advantages of passive sensors are that their lifetime or operation conditions are
not limited by the battery and that they are inexpensive.
Common passive wireless sensors are RF identification
(RFID), surface acoustic wave (SAW) RFID, electrical resonance circuit sensors, and harmonic and intermodulation
sensors. RFID is mostly used for identification, but will
increasingly be used to realize sensors by adding a sensing element to the tag [1]–[3], and can also be used for telemetry [4].
The highest operation frequency and read-out distance of RFID
are limited by the rectified power for the integrated circuit (IC)
and are a few gigahertz and 5–10 m, respectively. An additional
sensor element further increases power consumption.
SAW RFID tags transform an electromagnetic energy to
SAWs propagating on a piezoelectric substrate. The SAWs
are then manipulated and transformed back to electromagnetic
waves. The SAW tags lend themselves well to sensors as the
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propagation properties of SAWs are inherently sensitive to several measured quantities such as temperature or strain and no
external sensor element is needed. The SAW sensors in general
are reviewed in [5] and [6] and some interrogation methods are
described in [7] and [8]. The highest operation frequency is
typically limited to several gigahertz by a minimum linewidth
of acoustical reflectors fabricated on a substrate. In addition,
a piezoelectric material as a sensing element may limit their
applications.
Inductively coupled electrical resonance-circuit sensors are
utilized to measure strain [9] and moisture [10]. These sensors
consist of a simple electrical resonance circuit, whose resonance
frequency is sensitive to the measured quantity, but they cannot
be read across large distances as they require near-field coupling
to a reader device.
Mixer sensors contain mixing elements such as diodes and
transmit the sensor data either at a harmonic or intermodulation
frequency when illuminated by a reader device. Although microwave illumination is usually used, an optical excitation signal
can also be used for improved spatial localization [11].
Harmonic radar and tags were first proposed for traffic applications [12] and were used for tracking insects [13]–[15] and
avalanche victims.1 The intermodulation principle was first proposed for telemetry [16] and later was used to implement a
wireless ferroelectric temperature sensor [17] and was modified
for wireless microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) sensors
based on mechanical mixing [18]. The advantage of the intermodulation principle over the harmonic scheme is a smaller frequency offset, which facilitates circuit design and compliance
with frequency regulations. Generally, harmonic and intermodulation sensors can use a very high frequency and be operated
at a large distance.
The intermodulation sensors in [17] and [18] utilize mixing
elements (a ferroelectric varactor and MEMS resonator) as
sensing elements and do not facilitate sensing elements in a
straightforward way. In addition, proximity of dielectric or
conductive material distorts the read-out of the ferroelectric
intermodulation sensor.
We present an intermodulation read-out principle for passive
wireless sensors in this paper. The read-out principle is tolerant of
an electrical environment of the antenna and facilitates a generic
capacitive,inductive,orresistivesensorelement,suchasaMEMS
sensor. Potential applications of the sensor could include wireless
monitoring of car tire pressure, moisture inside building structures, and strain in bridges. Ultimately, the concept could enable
very small implantable health and fitness sensors.
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function from the antenna (generator) to the junction capacitance is shown in (2) at the bottom of this page, where
is a small-signal admittance of the diode,
is a series resistance of the diode, and
is a junction capacitance at a zero bias. Let us consider an unbiased Schottky
varactor diode. The junction resistance at a zero bias is typically
very large ( M ) and can be neglected. In addition, we assume
no parasitic capacitance or series inductance for simplicity. The
voltage-dependent junction capacitance of the varactor is given
as
Fig. 1. Electrical equivalent circuit of the sensor consisting of an antenna
(equivalent voltage generator), matching circuit, varactor diode, and low-frequency resonance circuit.

(3)
where is the profile parameter for the depletion capacitance
for a uniformly doped junction) and is a junction
(
potential. The charge stored in the capacitor is given as

II. SENSOR
The sensor consists of an antenna (represented as a voltage
source) matched to a mixing element, which is a varactor
diode in this experiment, and a low-frequency resonance circuit
containing a capacitive, inductive, or resistive sensing element,
as shown in Fig. 1. In the following analysis, we consider a
matching circuit consisting of a shunt admittance in parallel
with the antenna and a series inductance between the antenna
and the varactor although other matching topologies can be
used as well.
The sensor is actuated with two signals at different frequencies. The signals are mixed in the varactor diode, which,
among other frequencies, generates current at a difference frequency. The current at the difference frequency then generates
a voltage that depends on circuit impedance. The voltage at
the difference frequency further mixes with the original input
frequencies, generating intermodulation signals. The low-frequency resonance circuit contains a sensor element that affects
the impedance, and thus the voltage at the difference frequency.
The sensor data is read out by recording the intermodulation
response of the sensor.
In the following analysis, we derive a small-signal intermodulation response for the sensor. The derived response can
be used to equate measured intermodulation responses to the
sensor values and to predict the read-out range of the sensor.

(4)
where a possible constant charge is omitted. The second-order
Taylor’s approximation for the charge is
(5)
The current of an equivalent Norton current source in parallel
with the junction capacitance (shown in Fig. 1) is given as
(6)
The first term represents a current of a normal (voltage-independent) capacitor, whereas the second term generates mixing
products. The modulated current of the equivalent current generator is obtained by substituting (1) and (2) into (6),

(7)
The current at the difference frequency

is
(8)

The junction voltage at the difference frequency is given as

A. Intermodulation Response of the Sensor
The antenna receives two frequencies and it produces a
voltage of

(9)
(1)
where
is a received power at one frequency,
is an anand
are angular frequencies of the
tenna resistance, and
sinusoids. Considering the circuit in Fig. 1, the voltage transfer

where the impedance of the equivalent Norton current source is
given as
(10)

(2)
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Fig. 2. Simplified equivalent circuit of the sensor.

The voltage at the difference frequency then mixes with the fundamental frequencies and generating intermodulation frequencies. The junction voltage at the intermodulation frequency
is obtained by substituting (1), (9), and (10)
into (6) as follows:

Fig. 3. Photograph of the prototype sensor implemented with lumped elements
soldered on a grounded 50- coplanar waveguide.

Repeating the previous analysis for the sensor of Fig. 2 gives
an intermodulation response that is proportional to (under the
)
assumption of

(11)
The voltage transfer from the junction to the antenna is shown
in (12) at the bottom of this page. Let us define the intermodulation response of the sensor as the ratio of the voltages at the intermodulation and fundamental frequencies across the antenna,
shown in (13), at the bottom of this page.
Note that we omit the third-order term in the Taylor’s approximation in (6). The third-order term would directly (without resonance at the difference frequency) generate currents at the intermodulation frequency. These currents do not depend on the resonance at the difference frequency and cannot be utilized for the
sensor read-out. Equation (13) neglects these terms, although
they likely occur in practice. Similarly, we have neglected the
process in which the fundamental frequencies are first doubled
in the varactor and are then mixed again with the fundamental
frequencies to produce the intermodulation terms. The strength
of intermodulation products generated in this process depends
on the impedance of the equivalent Norton source given in (10)
at the second harmonic frequencies
and
, and this intermodulation production mechanism can be weakened with a
proper circuit design. The intermodulation frequencies generated in this process are also practically independent of the difference frequency.
Equation (13) may be inconvenient due to its complexity. Let
us consider the simplified equivalent sensor circuit consisting of
two series LCR-resonators separated with ideal high- and lowpass filters, as shown in Fig. 2.

(14)

and
are the quality factors of the
two resonators at the carrier resonance frequency
and the difference resonance
frequency
. The model of Fig. 2
agrees well with that of Fig. 1 near the resonances. The
simplified model also reveals that the intermodulation
conversion efficiency is proportional to the fourth power of the
quality factor of the RF resonator (or matching circuit) and
directly proportional to the quality factor of the low-frequency
resonator.
where

III. EXPERIMENTS AND SIMULATIONS
A. Sensor Prototype
The sensor prototype is implemented using lumped capacitors and inductors as matching elements and a varactor diode
as a mixing element. The lumped elements are soldered on a
grounded 50- coplanar waveguide shown in Fig. 3.
We demonstrate a wireless sensor by adding a voltage-controlled varactor in the low-frequency resonance circuit. The
voltage-controlled varactor simulates a general capacitive
sensing element and its value is controlled with an external

(12)

(13)
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Fig. 4. Schematic circuit of the simulation model.
TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE SENSOR USED IN THE
SIMULATIONS AND CALCULATIONS

Fig. 5. Schematic layout of the wired measurement setup for measuring the
intermodulation response of the sensor.

The prototype sensor has two 1000-pF dc-block capacitors
in series with , and both varactors are shunted with 100-k
resistors to prevent unintentional charging. The dc-block capacitors and shunt resistors are excluded in the simulation model.
C. Measurement Setup

dc-voltage source. The representative sensor varactor is identical to the mixer varactor.
B. Simulation Model
The intermodulation response of the sensor is simulated with
the Aplac software (AWR, El Segundo, CA. [Online]. Available:
http://web.awrcorp.com/) using the harmonic-balance simulation up to third harmonics. The mixing varactor is simulated
using the Aplac diode model. The schematic circuit of the simulated sensor is shown in Fig. 4. The internal resistance of the
voltage source is
.
,
The matching admittance in the calculations is
the matching impedance is
(15)
and the low-frequency resonator admittance is
(16)
The component values used in the simulations and calculations are summarized in Table I.
The nominal values of the inductors and matching capacitors
are used in the simulations and calculations, but the inductor
series resistances
and the parallel capacitances
are found out by fitting the theory to the measurements. The capacitance and series resistance of the mixing varactor are measured with a network analyzer.

The intermodulation response is measured with a network
analyzer (Agilent E8364B) capable of frequency offset measurements. One excitation signal is generated by the network
analyzer’s source and the other by an external signal generator
(Agilent E83650B). The signals are combined with a power
combiner (Narda 4321-2) and are fed to the sensor through
a circulator (Western Microwave 3JC-1020). The reflected
signal from the sensor is distinguished with the circulator and
detected by the network analyzer’s receiver. A dc-source (Agilent E3646A) is used for biasing the varactor that represents
a capacitive sensing element. The wired measurement setup is
shown in Fig. 5.
In addition to the cabled measurements, the sensor response
is measured wirelessly. In the wireless setup, the sensor is
equipped with a half-wavelength dipole antenna that is made of
500- m-thick copper wire and whose total length is 138 mm.
The excitation signals from the power combiner are fed to a
horn antenna (Dorado GH1-12N). The receiver of the network
analyzer is connected to an identical horn and the distance
between the horn antennas and the sensor is 1 m.
IV. RESULTS
A. Intermodulation Response of the Sensor
The calculated, simulated, and measured (by cable) intermodulation responses as a function of the input signal frequency
are shown in Fig. 6. The difference frequency is kept conMHz, the input power is
dBm,
stant
and the bias voltage of the representative sensor capacitance is
V.
The calculated [see (13)] and simulated intermodulation responses align almost perfectly and agree well with the measured
response near the resonance (or impedance match) at 1.2 GHz.
The calculated response from (14) also agrees well with that calculated from (13) near the resonance showing that the simple
model characterizes the frequency behavior well.
The same responses as a function of the difference frequency
GHz, the
are shown in Fig. 7. The input frequency is
input power is
dBm, and the bias voltage of the
V.
representative sensor capacitance is
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Fig. 6. Calculated [(13): solid blue in online version, (14): dotted green in online version], simulated (dashed black), and measured (dashed–dotted red in
online version) intermodulation responses of the sensor as a function of f . The
input power is 15 dBm and frequency difference is f
: MHz.
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Fig. 8. Measured intermodulation responses at different bias voltages with the
fitted analytical responses.

neglected in the simulations. The difference frequency-independent terms have a constant phase, whereas the phase of the difference frequency dependent term follows the impedance phase
of the resonant circuit.
B. Sensor Response

Fig. 7. Calculated [(13): solid blue in online version, (14): dotted green in online version], simulated (dashed black), and measured (dashed–dotted red in online version) intermodulation responses of the sensor as a function of f . The
: GHz.
input power is 15 dBm and the input frequency is f

0

=12

The measured, calculated, and simulated responses are very
MHz, where
and the difference
similar at
frequency-dependent intermodulation terms peak. The difference frequency-independent intermodulation terms (discussed
in Section II-A) dominates outside this resonance, and therefore the analytic curves deviate from the measured and simulated curves. Recall that the difference frequency-independent
intermodulation terms (the third-order voltage term in the Taylor
approximation of (6) and the term produced when the second
harmonic frequencies mix again with the fundamental frequencies) are neglected in the analysis.
The deviation between the measured and simulated curves is
likely due to the phase at which the difference frequency-dependent and frequency-intermodulation terms add to each other.
According to Fig. 7, these terms seem to add constructively
below the resonance and destructively above the resonance in
the simulation, whereas they sum in the opposite way in the
measurements. This is likely due to parasitic elements that are

The sensor principle is demonstrated by using a voltage-controlled varactor in the low-frequency resonance circuit representing a generic capacitive sensing element. The intermodulation response of the sensor is recorded at different bias voltages
and the analytic model is fitted to the measured responses in
order to find out the sensor capacitance values from the measured responses. Fig. 8 shows three measured intermodulation
responses at bias voltages of 0, 0.6, and 2 V with the fitted analytical curves (13). A change in the sensor capacitance
shifts
the resonance at the difference frequency.
The fitted sensor capacitance values from both wired and
wireless measurements as a function of the bias voltage are depicted in Fig. 9. The results from both measurements coincide
well to each other with the maximum difference of approximately 20 fF. The results verify that the sensor capacitance can
also be determined wirelessly.
C. Power Dependency of the Sensor Response
The highest input power of the sensor is limited by the
impedance of the mixing varactor that becomes power dependent at high power. The power dependency of the sensor
response is studied by recording the intermodulation response
at different power levels and determining the fitted sensor
capacitance as a function of the input power. Three measured
responses at the input power levels of 29, 19, and 9 dBm
with fitted analytical responses (13) are shown in Fig. 10.
The response shape remains almost unchanged at these power
levels.
The measured sensor capacitance as a function of the input
power is shown in Fig. 11.
Below 8 dBm, the absolute deviation of the measured
sensor capacitance due to changing power is 10 fF from its
low-power average. As the total sensor capacitance change in
this experiment is 1.2 pF, the error due to unknown input power
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TABLE II
CALCULATED LINK BUDGET FOR THE PROTOTYPE SENSOR

Fig. 9. Measured sensor capacitance wirelessly (blue circles in online version)
and by cable (solid black line) as a function of the sensor varactor reverse bias
voltage.

The power dependency of the sensor could possibly be reduced
using a different mixing element. The power dependency could
also be mitigated by measuring the sensor response at different
power levels.
The difference between the measured sensor capacitances
wirelessly and by a cable is of the same order ( 20 fF) as the
deviation due to unknown input power ( 10 fF). Therefore, we
assume that the measurement accuracy in this demonstration is
not limited by the resolution.
D. Utilization as a Sensor

0

Fig. 10. Measured intermodulation responses at input power levels of 29,
19, and 9 dBm with the fitted analytical responses. The carrier frequency is
f
: GHz and the bias voltage is V
V.

0

=12

0

=0

Fig. 11. Measured sensor capacitance as a function of the input power. The
: GHz and the bias voltage is V
V.
carrier frequency is f

=12

The proposed sensor platform can be used to implement a
sensor by adding a capacitive, inductive, or resistive sensing
element to the low-frequency resonance circuit. Examples of
capacitive sensors are MEMS microphones [19], MEMS inertial sensors [20], MEMS pressure sensors [21], and ceramic humidity sensors [22]. The piezo-resistive strain gauges are widely
used as deformation sensors and an inductive humidity sensor is
presented in [10]. In addition, the demonstration readily shows
how voltages can be measured wirelessly using a varactor. The
voltage measurement accuracy in the wireless experiment is approximately 0.02 V and the tested range is 2 V. The piezoelectric strain gauge is an example of sensors producing a voltage
output.
The read-out distance in the wireless experiment was 1 m, but
the sensor could potentially be read-out across much larger distances. The read-out distance depends strongly on the intermodulation conversion efficiency, which for the demonstrated sensor
is approximately 35 dB at 15-dBm input power level. The
conversion efficiency is proportional to the squared input power
in the small-signal region. The conversion efficiency could be
increased using high- circuit elements and a mixing varactor
with stronger capacitance–voltage nonlinearity.
Assuming that the prototype sensor was interrogated with a
reader with 20-dBm transmit power, 10-dBi antenna gain, and
105-dBm sensitivity, and that the sensor was equipped with
an antenna with 3-dBi gain, the detection distance of the sensor
would be 9 m at 1.2 GHz. The corresponding link budget calculation is presented in Table II.

=0

V. CONCLUSION
below 8 dBm is only 0.8%. The measured sensor capacitance depends strongly on the input power above 8 dBm.

We have presented an intermodulation read-out principle for
passive wireless sensors. The method enables wireless read-out
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of a capacitive, inductive, or resistive sensing element. We have
derived analytical equations for the intermodulation response of
the sensor that can be used to calculate the sensor value from
the measured response and to predict the achievable detection
range. The analytical equations are verified by simulations and
the concept is experimentally demonstrated at 1.2 GHz both
wirelessly and by cable. This paper shows that it is feasible to
implement passive wireless sensors based on the intermodulation principle.
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